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In recent contributions to the American Econom
applied the profit function concept to
Indian Agriculture. They developed an




ew, Lau al]d Yotopoulos
ative efficiency of
operational model to measure and compare
of technical efficiency and price (or
al locative) efficiency for groups of firms, By comparing the actual profit func-
tions of small anJ large farms, at given output anu input prices and fixcti quantities
of land and capital, they found that smaller farms i~ad higher profits (total revenue
minus the total cost of the variable factors of production--in this case laimr) tnan
larger farms within tile range of output studied and hence were econort]ically Inore
efficient. Furtl\er, they klere able to siuw that ti]e relative econulnic supcriori ty
of small farms WJS due w their technical efficiency since both types of farrt)s were
price-efficient. Their results also indicate constant returns to scale in Ii)dian
agriculture. ihtil these findings have far-reaching implications for the optiuwl
ag rar
farms
an structure of Indian dcjriculture.
n tl}is paper U]eir model is co~lfrol]ted ifith new and recent data for wheat
in Indian Puiljab. Our results run counter to the Lau and Yotopoult)s findings
ii~ tnat wc do not finJ any uifferenccs in the economic efficiency (or its Coi,lponents







wc also compare the economic performance of old Indian wiledt
can varieties, and tractor-operated with non-tractor-operated
ast mentioned two ccxmparisons ilave considerable relevance in the
context of the ‘green revolution’ and the absorption of a rapidly growing labor force in2
I i nk between our es tire.] t i oil procedure ancl the Lau-Yotopoulo5 model . In sectiol~ 11,
we briefly describe the data and tile variables
.
~ provide our empirical estimates,
derive tile implications of Lhese results , and compare them wi th ~hose of Lau and
Yotopoulos. In section II 1, we summarize our conclusions.
i. The iiasic Model
To start with, let the wheat production function be written as:
(1) Y = F (N; L, K)
where Y is output, N is the variable input labor, and L and K the fixed inputs of
iand and capital respectively. The production funct
N, continuous and increasing in N, L, and K, twice d
differentiable in L and K.’
The profit P from wheat production is equai to
abie iabor costs:
on is assumed to be concave in
fferentiable n N and once
totai revenue minus total vari-
(2) P =pF(N; L$K)-wN
where p is price of wheat and w the wage rate for labor.
Letwl s !l, the normalized wage rate and write (2) as:
P
(3) p*.L = F (N; L,K) - W’ N
P
which Lau and Yotopoulous (1972) call tile ‘Unit-Output-Price’ profit or UOP profi t.
The profit maximizing conditions imply,
(4)
Solving (4) for N~~, the optimai quantity of labor, as a function of the normal-
ized wage rate and quantities of L and K gives:3
(5) N*=f (w’, L, K).
Substituting (5) into the profit equation (2) we obtain the (partial) profit
function:
(6) m = p [F(N~t; L, K)] - W’ N’*
whici~ gives a maximum profit for each set of values {p,w, LS K}, S i nce
!4’: is a function of w’, L and K, we can write (6) as:
(7) ?T =pg*(wl; L,K)
which gives the UOP profit function:
(8)
;,{ _ n
‘n .-= g>~ (w’; L, K)
P
which is decreasing and convex in w’ and increasing in p and the quantities of L
and K. It is continuous in w’, L and K; twice differentiable in w’ and once differ-
entiable in L and K.
From a set of duality relations connecting the production function and the
profit function$z: the labor demand function i~~’ and output supply function for wheat
Y’* can be written as ($) and [IO) respectively:
(10) Y:’ = IT’” (w’,L, K) - am$’(k~’’L’j<) “
a w’
In order to study relative economic efficiency let us start by rewriting the
production function (1) for two farms (1,2) as follows:
(11) yl = Y2 A’ F (N]; L’, K’); = A2 F (Nz; L2, K2)
where manager,lent, some ir)tangible inputs or environmental differeilces could create
neutral differences in the technical efficiency parameters A’ and A2 of the two
farms.
Lot us also rewrite the marginal productivity condition (4) for these two
farms (1,2) as below:... ....
(12)






Equation (12) can be interpreted to mean that the two farms may not be attaining
price or al locative efficiency in ti]e scr lse of maximizing profits by equa Ling tile
marginal product of labor to ttle going rl~>rmal ized wage rate w’ . Also they may be
unequally inefficient. They may in fact be operating upon their own firm-si~ecific
(or effective) wage rate,3 vinich is simp y a firm-specific constant k, times the
rul ing normal ized wage rate+ If the two farms are equally price efficient with
respect to tile input of labor, then k’ =
‘2=1. k’ and they maximize profits if k’ =
In other words, for
input and output pr
entrepreneurial abi
two firms, with equa
1.
technical efficiency and facing identical
ces, differences in ‘s represent differences in managerial-
ity.
-t.
Techl\ical efficiency of the two far,~ s would be equal if the farm specific effi-
ciency parameters A’ and A’ in (11) are e qual . If and only if A] = A2 and k’ = k’
would the actual UOP profit functions and the labor demand functions of the two farms
coincide with each other. Economic effic ~~~ thus has two components:
technical efficiency and price efficiency . A more technical efficient firm tilan an-
other produces larger output from given q uanti ties of inputs. A firm is price effi-
1
clent if it maximizes profits by equating tiw marginal value product of variable
inputs to their price’s. But firms could e price inefficient (and to varying de-
grees) if they are unable to maximize pro fits. Thus differences in economic
efficiency Gould originate it~ differences in their technical efficiency, price
efficiency or both. It may be noted that tiws two farms can have equal economic
efficiency wi th varying degrees of techni :al and price efficiency. Our purpose
now is to develop a mettlod to make these :osnparisons.5
The behavioral UOP profit functions for the two farms corresponding to their
production functions (11) can be written as:
(13) T ~fi = Aig;: (kiw’i/Ai; Li, Ki) (1=1,2)
The actual labor demand and supply functions corresponding to (9) and (10) now
are (14) and (15) respectively:
.







“ ~ ~i< (kiwli/Ai;&i)
Y$:i = Ai g* (kiw$i/Ai;Li,Ki) - W’l
a ~i 1
(i = 1,2)
~j>:i and y *i in (14) and ({5) are the actual quantities of labor demanded and
output suppl led by farm i given farm-specific Ai and ki. From these actual demand
and supply functions we can obtain the actual UOP prbfit functions
.
(16) S*I J. l
lr
,. I
=Y - Wli N>ti
[
(l-ki)wii ~g~;(kw’ /A ;L ,K) = Ai g:% (kiwli/Ai;Li,Ki) + ki
a Wi 1
(i = 1,2.)
-.—.-.. -- .. . ..
it should be noted ttlat because of the profit identity, only two of the
three functions (14), (15) and (16) need be estimated. We will subsequently
work only with (14) and (16).
The Cobb-Douglas Framework
Let the wheat production function (1) be written in Cobb-Uouglas form with
decreasing returns to the labor input as:
(17) y=AN al , La2, Ka3
where al < 1,





-a, (l-cXl) ~ 2 ‘1 a (l-al)
(18) n:< = A K3





A;~ z A (l-al) a,
-1<0
6] z-a, (1-a,)
f32 S ct2 (l-al)
-1>0
63
~ a3 (l-al )-l > 0
If we multiply both sides of the labor demand function (9) by -wI/m* we get:
Equations (If)) and (21) are the basic estimating forms. Since 61 appears in
both the UOP profit function and the labor demand function, the two functions are
estimated jointly and the 131’s in the two equations are constrained to k equal.
.
For the purpose of studying relative economic efficiency, (16) can be written
as the actual UOP profit function for farm i with efficiency parameter A i and the
farm and labor specific parameter kit For th@ Cobb-Douglas production function
(17) it is given by:
(l-cI, )-l -1


















n“:i= AL (w1i)6’ (Li)82 (Ki)S3




and Blj 132 and b3 are as before in (19).
.













(25) N*i = -Aj: 6, (ki)-
or, by substitution from (23
(26) \v ‘i N~ci
-—---- =(I<
Tr$;i
Equations (23) and (26)
labor demand functions of the







ndicate tilat the actual UOP profit functions and the
two farms differ only by constant factors which are
in order to compare the relative efficiency of the
two farms we have to compare the magnitudes of Ails and ki’s.
If,for farms 2 and 1 we write A; and Al for A~O}we can rewrite (23) as (27) and
(28):
(27) ;’:l= ,, ‘1 (L1)62(K1)S3 A1 (W1l)
T’:z =
6,
A~ (A~/A}:) (W’2) (L2)B2 ~K2)63 (28)
And taking natural logarithms of (27) and (28) we have8
(29) In 7r*1 =ln A~+@, lnwi’ +82 In L’ + 63 In K’
(30) in IT*2 = in A~, + In (A&A~) + B] In J2 + 132 in L2+ 63 In K3
Maintaining the hypothesis that tilerc are no non-neutral differences in ttle
technologies of the two farms, 6 equations (,30) and (26) are rewritten as (31)
and (32) respectively for purposes of estir(ldtion:
(31) In TT$: = lrr A~+dLl)Li-B1ln\{+ @21nL+S31n K
(32)
-w’N =8; DL+B~Ds ;,<
T
where L and S stand for large and small farrn.s respectively{ (iL = II-I (A~/A~), and
DL and 0s are dummy variables taking the value of
respectively and zero otherwise. For equal relat
or 6 L = III (A~/A~) = o. For equal relative price
absolute price efficiency of large farms and smal
61 = f+
Output price p






one for large 7 and small farms
ve economic efficiency A~ = A?
efficiency p! = B; in (32), and~@V,
farms respectively 61 = Bi and
of wheat is government supported at uniform level throughout
pS tO simpl
In II - lnp= in A~ + 6LDL + B lnL+@31n K
fy equations (31) and’ (32) further as follows:
In A~ i- JLDL+ (1-61) In p + 61
In w - i311np+B2
n w+ B2 In L+ 63 nK
where m is actual money profit, w the money wage rate per hour and p the output price. _—.—.__—.——————
For tile case wtlen four years (lj67/68 to 1970/71) data are pooled, year
dummies are introduced to capture the effects due to (1-81)ln p arid weatllet-, etc.
and equation (33) re\~rittcn as:
3
(34) Inm= lnA~+&LUL+X6iDi+B1 lnw+621n L+631nK
i=l9
where
D,, D2, D3 are the year dummies with the value of 1 for 1968/69, 1969/70, 1970/71
respectively and zero otherwise.




In IT = A+6LDL+B11nw+621n L+83 in K
A = In As+ (1-61) In P,




demand equation (jZ), however,
be written as:
w’ N 1< N -—= -—=
?T*
f3\D L + (3~Ds
‘n
holds independently of the price of
When we analyze and compare tractor operated (T) versus non-tractor operated (NT)
farms D’ and Ds in equations (31) and (32) will be replaced by DT and DNT re-
spectively with no other change involved. DT and l)NT will take the value of 1 for
tractor and non-tractor farms and zero otherwise.
Ill order to COlilpClt_k3the relative economic efficiency of the Ilexican wheat
varieties with the OILI wheat varieties we can write (33) as:
(37) ln~=A+6NDN+6 ,lnw+P21n L+G31nK
where
A = In A“ + (1-61) In p
Dii is a dummy variable witl~ value of one for new wheat and zero for the old wheat.
13PJ if significantly different from zero and positive indicates the percent upward
shift in tile profit furlction.10
A: is defined by the first identity in (Z3) and the remaining variables and para-
meters are as defined earlier. Superscript O stands for old wheat. In this case
the labor demand function (21) can be written without output price simply as:
(38) -wN_= 6,
, ?r
In recapitulation ‘.(e have three systems of two equations each as our three
models:
Model 1: Equations (37) and (38) for comparing relative economic efficiency
of old and new wheats;
Hodel XL: Equations (35) and (36) for comparing relative economic effici(:ncy
of small and large farms and tractor operated and nun-tractor operated
farms;
Iqodel III: Equations (34) and (36) for comparing relative economic efficiency




variance for each of
data for four years.
specification of these IWJU13 following Lau and Yotopoulous
104) we assume edditive’errors with zero expectation and finite
tile two equations in all three models. The covariance of the
errors of tt}e two equations for the same farm may not be zero but the covariances
of the errors of either equation corresponding to different farms are assumed to
be zero. With these assumptions an asymptotically efficient method of estimation
as proposed by Zellner (1962) is used 8 to estimate jointly the parameters of the
two equations for each of the three models and since 81 appears in both equations
.—.. ------ .... .
of tine models, we impose the restriction that i t be equal in each pair of equations.
Additionally wc also impose tile restriction of constant returi~s to scale ill all
factors of production by restricting the sum of the coefficients of the fixed
factors [see Lau and Yotopoulos 1~72] in the logarithmic profit function to k equal
to one, that is: B2+B3=l.11
Il. The Data and Empi ri cal Resul ts
Farm size efficiency of Indian agriculture has been extensively studied and
debated. Data used in certain studies came: mostly from the mid-fifties when
Indian agriculture was relatively static or closer to Schultzls (1964) traditional
agriculture. ~ Researches by Lau and Yotopoulos indicate that smaller farms were
relatively more economic efficient due to technical efficiency--both types of
farms being price-efficient. III this section their model is confronted with new
and recent data for comparing economic efficiency” of old and new wheats, to verify
their conclusions for wheat farms of Punjab and to compare tile efficiency of tractor
versus non-tractor wheat farms. This is important since most analyses of Indian
agriculture have
A. The Data and
expressed reservations about the quality of earlier data.
the Variables
Our data come from three different samples with siightly different geographic
coverages and also different in size and purposes of stratification. A brief
summary of these samples and their coverage is provided in Table 1. As compared
to the group average data used by Lau and YotopoulOs and most earlier itldian
studies, we i~ave been fortunate to have. access to micro level primary data.
The variables used in this study are defined as foI lows:
“Y = physical output of wheat measured in quintals per farm including
by-products, 1012
TABLE 1. BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE SAMPLES AND DATA
NC). of
Geographic Villages No. of Crop Wheat Observations
Sample Coverage ,[ ncl uded Farms Yea r Type Avai I able
Ferozepur(a) District- 15 150 1967-68 New I 05
Ferozepur
1967-68 Old 132
1968-69 New I 44
Tractor
Cultivation(b) ‘“’’jab
19 304 1969-70 New 287
Regionally Punjab 7 128 1970-71 New 128
Stratified(c)
Sources: (a) Di rectorate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Food and Agriculture,
Government of inclia.
(b) Fran the Economic Adviser, Government of Punjab
(c) The author was himself responsible for the design and supervision of









the iabor input per farm used for wheat Production measured ill hours= ‘t
11
includes both family and hired labor.




of flow of capital services going into wheat production per farm. 12
of wileat per quintai as reported for each farm.
wage bill in rupees for wheat production per farm, including
payments to labor hired on daiiy wage bases, labor hired on annuai
contract basis and the imputed value of services of family labor. 13
tile hourly wage rate of labor. It is obtained simpiy by dividing the
total wage ~iil w~i by total labor input N.
the profit from wheat production is defined as total revenue less total
variable labor costs.B. Old versus New Varieties of Wheat
The first test for relative economic efficiency in wheat product




of wheat. For this purpose Hodel I is used employing 1967/68 data from ti]e




of estimation by imposing tlie restrictions that f31 = Bl in the two
requiring that f12 + S3 = 1, that is, assuming constant returns to




new wheats are economically more efficient compared
percent.





DEMAND FUNCTION FOR WHEAT, 1967/68, PUNJAB, INDIA
Estimated Standard
Parameter Coefficient Error
A = 4.872 (0.565)
(SN = 0.485 (0.129)
B] = 0.254 (0.0i3) in both equations
62 = i3.670 (0.155)
B3 = 0.330 (o.l!i5)
. .-. —..--.
From A = in A! + (l-til) Inp wc evaiuate Al by substituting the sample mean value
of In p for old wlleac. Tilerl we get AO the efficiency parameter in tl~e Cobb-
Dougias production function for oid wheat from the identity ill (2J), the COIII-
puted value of whicil is j.641. In the same way, from A = In A“ + {>:J + (I-PI) [n p,
we gc~ ~/1 the efficiency parameter for new wheat = 8.166. Thus m~intaining tile
hypothesis of neutral technical si}ift,14 we find that the efficiency parameter
for tile new wheat production] function is larger by 44.70 percent.14
c. Relative Efficiency
There are different policy implications associated with each component of
differences (technical efficie~~cy or pric~~ efficiency) in economic efficiency
of small and iarge farms. For example, tile finding that small farms are more
technical efficient and tl~at botl] small and large farms are absolute price
efficient could lead to the conclusion tlli3t small farms serve the national
interest better (leaving aside the equity considerations). If we find that
smaller farms are less price-efficient, policies which improve market information
for tnem may improve their al locative efficiency. Similar implications would
follow if tractor-operated farms were more price efficient than non-tractor-
operated farms. And if we find no differences in either the technical or price
efficiency parameters of the two kinds of farms, then agrarian policies can be
based on social and pol iticai considerations. It is thus important to obtain
knoi~ledge of the source of differences (tc!chrtical or price) in economic efficiency.
Models II and 111 are designed to provide this knowledge.
The estimation resuits (Model 11) using Zellner’s metilod (1962) for each of
the four years lj67/68 to 1970/71 and similar results for the four-year combined
data (Itidel Ill) are presented in Table 3. And for comparing tractor-operated
and non-tractor-operated farms, the results employing data for Tractor Cultivation
Sample 1369/7u, are presented in Table 4. In order to provide answers to the
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RESULTS OF JOli4T ES TIHATIOti OF COi3ti-DOUGLAS PROFIT FU14CTIOIJ A14D LABOR UEfilAi4D FUilCTIO~J FOR
IiEW WHEAT, PUllJAtI, I,IDIA
Lstimated Coefficients
Zellner’s~llod wltn Restrlctlons Mode 1 11)
Function Para- Single- Unrestricted I Restriction 2 Restrictions 3 Restrictions
meter Equation
Ordinary $s +=,
196 7/68 $; = i31
-
(.JOP Profit “ A 3.739 3.433 446 3.olj 3 “b5
Function (i).74ti) (0.641) (;:641) (0.667) (0::36)
~L -O,lltl -d.064 -0.112 -1).13J o.uj~
(0.144) (:.::;) (i). 123) (0.131) (0.115)
6] 0.107 0.262 -0.244 -(1.23G




(U:115) (0.099) (0:098) (0.104) (pm;)
63 0.487 ‘0.564 0.563 o.5j9
(0.125) (o.la7) (0.107) (0.113) (ii103)
Labor Demand 6\ -0.221 -0.221 -u.274 -0.244 -0.236









Im ~. ~ by
UOP Profit A 4 llr 3 714 3 /25 3’1 3.33>
Function ~L :;::;!) (:::@;) (:::::) (;::;;) (0.655)
(0:160)
0.015
(0:133) (0:111) (O:loj) (1).07u)












Labor Demand ‘~ 0 -0.4U6 -’3.406 -J*ll~l -0.381 -u.j81
Function (0.065) (0.065) (f).043) (0.041) (0.041)
ii: -Q,l+jJ -!).433 -(],f+zl -0.3U1
~ (0.05)) (0.053)
-o.3tJl
(0.043) (#,,.)l, ]) (!3.041)
~L ‘.1.771
I96g/10
—.. --— .,+.. , a-...-,.. . .. . . . . .._s ..-. ,, . . . . .
UOP Profit A 4 l
e

































































-U.247TABLE 3 (con t inuted 16
1970/7?




(0.641) (0.595) (0.594) (%) (0.576)
0.056 -0.048 -().051 -0.057 -0.010
(0.110) (0.104) (0.1!)2) (0.101) (0.059)
t, -~,f}~] -0.184 -0.184 -0.255 4,2.54




(0.121) (0.121) (0.117) (O: HO)
<“
.J3 (0:112)
0.539 0.539 0.523 0.523
(0.103) (0.103) (0. IW) (0.100)
Labor Demand $: -0.2]4 -0.254 -g.259 -0.255 -0.254
Function (0.051) (oco5i) (0.025) (0,025) (0.025)
B; -0.304 -0.265 -0.259 -o.25j -0.2j4
,, (0.048) (0.046) (0.025) (0.025) (0.025)
R’ 0.U70
I$167/b&l 970/71
UOP Profit in A? 44 44 4*475 4 41 4 8
Function (0:3% (0:3:?) (0,301) (U:30;) (0::;7)




J, -0.411 -0.364 -o* 384 -9.377 -0,336
(0.060) (0,061) (0. OGI) (0.062) (0,060)
62 -0.393 -0.353 -!).353 -0,347 -0.305
(0.063) (0.057) (0.957) (J.057) (0.054)
63 -~e~l+z -0.241 -0.24u -J.200 -0,163
(i.). i)71) (o.064) (l)do64) (0.063) (0.061)
~, -U.243 -o,og~ -0.085 -~*~]g
(0.075) (.3.072)
-o.27I
(0.072) (U. W2) (0.042)
d2 Cl*79y 0.690 0.690 0.700 3,663
(0.053) (0.053) (0s052) (o.iJ53) (0.050)
0.353
‘3 $;;:)
0.358 (), 35~ 0.258 9,337
L
(0.051) (0.051) (0.Q51) (0.050)
La~or Demand J -0.412 -0.373 -~4279
‘ (’3:078)
-0.271
Function (().078) (0.052) ((1.042) (0,042)
f -0.351
The estimating e~’;;~;~!]s
-8.246 -0,,37> -0.273 -0.271
(0.077) (0.J52) (0.d42) (u.042)
Notes: s for the four Individual years are:
In m = A+ d‘DL+B11nw+B21n L +B31nK
~+~~@+fi~DS
The estimating actuations for th> four years’ pooled data are:
111 II =
3
lnA:+15LDL+ ~ JiDi.t@11nw+~21r\L +@3111K
-~=
i=]
o~ DL + Of Us whe r-e
II
1-r is profit (total receipts less wage bill)
w is money cage rate
DL is a dummy variable taking tho value of one if wheat area is greater ti]an ten acres
0s
and zero otherwise
is a dummy variable taking the value of one if wheat area is less than ten acres and
zero otilerwise.
Di are tlw tilree year dummy variables taking the value of one for 1968/69, 1969/70 and
1370/71 respectively and zero otherwise,
lV is labor in hours per farm used in wheat production,
L is land in acres used for producing wheat.
K is total costs of capital services for wheat per farm.
Asymptotic standard errors are in parentheses.17
TAtiLE 4
RCSULTS OF JOl:i T ES TlP4AT10,4 OF CO JL-i)OijGLAS PROFIT FUil CT IOll ANb LAUOR DEIVIND FIJli CT IOii FUR
/iLW ‘,!HEAT, 1569/70, PUNJAB, lt4DlA
Estimated Coefficients
Zellner}s Method with Restrlctlons (jl~&] I 1)
Function Para- Single- Unrestricted 1 Restriction 2 Restrictions 3 Rcstrictiot~s
meter Equation
$; = ~; B;
Ordinary
= BI $; = p,
Leas t
6; = 6, (;2+B3=I
Lc{uares
ff = P,
lJOP Profit a 4.330 4.7’78 4.794 4 u] 1 4*934
Function (;.;~:)
~T ,,,




(0.070) (0.063) (0:064) (0.054)
81 -0.286 -0.062 -0.064 -i).253 -J.256
(0.124) (0.107) (:.;:;) (0.081) (0.081)
%
9. Ijd 0.785 (1. ydti ~. 779
(o. oti3) (:.;~~) (0:071) (0.073) (“0.072)




(0:073) (0.073) (J.075) (0.072)
Labor Demanti
i
-J.25j -0.259 -0.461 -9.252 -d .256








,{otes; The estimating equations are:
where
DT is a dummy variable taking the value of one for farms owning a tractor and zero
otherwise.
D~iT is a dummy variable taking the value of one for farms not owning a tractor (animal
operated) and zero otherwise.
Asymptotic standard errors are in parentheses.(1) (a) The hypothes
wheat farms:
that is, 111 (A@s) =
s of equal relative economic efficiency of small and large
tio : *L=~
s
0 or A~ = A;. From the Appendix we see thaL wc cannot reject
ti~is hypothesis at the jO percent Ievel of significance for any of ttle four years
separately as wel 1 as for the four years combined. Thus the hypothesis that small
and large farms have equal over-all economic efficiency is supported by these resul ts.
(b) The hypothesis of equal relative economic efficiency of tractor and con-
tractor farms:
.. .._ that is, In (A~/A~T) = O, or AI = A~T. ,.
,. -.— ........,- .--— —
From the Appendix we see that the null hypothesi~ is not rejected.
.-.
The results
support the hypothesis that tractor and non-tractor farms have equal economic efficiency.
.. -.
(2) (a) The hypothesis of equal relative price efficiency:
1-10: B:= 6;.
The meaning of tilis test is whether in their Iabo,r demand function large and small
farms have the same price efficiency parameters. This hypothesis also cannot be
rejected at the jO percent level of significance for’any of the four years separately
or for the four year pooled data. Thus the conclusion is that with respect to labor,
small and large farms have been equally successful (or unsuccessful) in maximizing
profits, that is, they have had the same price-efficiency parameters during each
of the four years studied,
(b) The hypoti~esis of equal relative price efficiency of tractor and non-tractor
farms:
..+. . . --...-
By this test we attempt to determine whether tractor and non-tractor farms have the
same price efficiency parameters B
NT
~ and B, in their labor demand functions. The null19
hypothesis cannot be rejected. Hence we conclude that both tractor and non-tractor
farms are equally price efficient, i.e. , they have the same price efficiency para-
meters (ki’s).
(3) (a) The joint hypotheses Of equal relative technical and price efficiency:
Ho: dL = O and &~~ = B;.
The meaning of these tests is whetl~er large and smali farms have equal over-all
economic efficiency and at the same time have the same price efficiency para-
meters 13L , and B; in labor demand functions. These hypotheses also cannot be rejected





the combined data. These results are consistent with the results of tests
and (2) above, i.e., that small and large farms were equally efficient eco-
cally and had equal price efficiency during each of the four years and on an
age for tile four years. This implies that they also had equal technical efficiency.
(b) The joint hypotheses of equal relative technical and price efficien~y of






Here we test whether tractor and non-tractor farms have equal economic effi-
ciency and whether at tl~e same time they have the same price efficiency para-
meter in t!leir labor demand functions. Again we cannot reject the null hypothesis.
This also is consistent with the results of tests (1) and (2) above that tractor and
non-tractor farms have equal economic efficiency and equal price efficiency, and
in turn implies that they have ec~ual technical efficiency.
(4) (a) [iext IIlaintaining the l}ypothesis of equal price efficiency in (2), we turn
to tne hypotheses of:20
(i) Absolute price-efficieilcy of large farms, Ho: 13~ = B, and
(ii) Absolute price-efficiency of small farms, Ho: 6: = 6,.
For tnc first two years 1967/68 and 1968/69 and for the four years pooled data we
reject tl]ese hypotheses at 33 percent level of significance and for the year 196Y70
at j5 percent level of significance. But, for the latest year 1970/71 we cannot
reject tiwse hypotiwscs at j(l percent level of significance. This means that during
the years 1367/68 and 1968/69, both small and large farms were not in a state of
equilibrium in tile. sense of equating the value of marginal product of labor to its
wage rate. During the year 1969/70, they were still not in a state of equilibrium,
but we reject the hypothesis of profit maximization less strongly than for the
years i967/68 and ij68/69. For the year 1970/71, i~owever, we find that both smali
and large farms \~ere in equilibrium, i.e., maximizing profits. We discuss tl~ese
results later.
(b) Maintaining tne hypothesis of equal price efficiency in (2), we also test
the hypotheses of:
(i) Absolute price efficiency of tractor farms, Ho: B:= 6, and
(ii) Absolute price efficiencyof non-tractor farms, 110: , = PI.
#T
The meaning of these tests is whether tractor and non-tractor farms maximize
profits by equating the value of marginai product of iabor to its opportunity price.
TIIe null i~ypothesis is rejected. Tile conclusion is that both tractor and non-tractor
farms were not abie to maximize profits during the year i269/70. In light of the
results of test for tile hypothesis of equai relative price efficiency ill (2), we conclude
that, with respect to iabor, tractor and non-tracltor farms were equaliy unsuccessful




The sum b2 + 63
data. ilut fi2 +
unity are quite
test the hypothesis of constant returns to scale in all factors
Ho: 62+63=1.
is rejected at the 99 percent ievel of significance in all cases.
> 1 for the years 1967/68, 1970/71 ‘and for the four-year pooled
83 < 1 for the years 1968/6j and 1969/70. These differences from
small in either case.
for the years 1967/68 and 1970/71 resu
for these years were below tile respect
Also, perhaps slightly increasing returns
ted because a larger number of observations
ve sample averages. Thus even though on
statistical grounds we do reject the hypothesis of constant returns to scale, we
do not find convincing evidence favoring tile hypotilesis of increasing returns in
wheat farming in Punjab.
The results of the first three statistical hypotheses--(l), (2) and (3)--
present rati~er convincing evidence that small and large wheat farms, and tractor-
operated and non-tractor-operated ones have no differences in their over-all eco-
nomic efficiency, technical efficiency, a price (or al locative) efficiency. The
view that small and large farmers have the same degree of economic motivation seems




one is that policies w
would perhaps be equally applicable to all enterprises
replications follow from these findings. Most substantive
th respect to land redistribution and ceilings on ownership
of land can be based primarily on social and political considerations. Secondly
governmental policies with respect to pricing, supply of agricultural inputs, market-
ing facilities ~ provision of credit and extension services~ etc. need not favor22
either large or small farms (or farms having tractors or without tractors) on
the basis of their economic efficiency or its components of technical efficiency
or price efficiency. This view is reinforced by the absence of any strong evidence
against constant returns to scale.
The results of statistical test (4) have interesting implications with respect
to the profit-maximizing behavior (or rationality) of the wheat producers. They
have a bearing on earlier price or al locative studies. ‘6 The resuits appear to
indicate tile -xistence of a short-period disequilibrium between the profit-
maximizing attempts and the actual results achieved by wheat producers; this dis-
equilibrium was created by a shift to the right in the labor demand function result-
‘7 During the first two y,ears ing from the introduction of high-yielding wheats.
1967/68, 1968/69 the producers were not in equilibrium in the sense of equating
the marginal value product of labor to its opportunity cost. For the third year
196g/70 we reject the hypotheses of absolute price-efficiency at 95 percent levci
of significance (but not at ~$1 percent as for the years 1967/68 and 1968/69), that
is, not as strongly as during the first tvm years. And finally during the last
year 1970/71, we cannot reject the hypotheses of absolute price efficiency at all,
that is, we find that producers on the average (both small and large) were able
to equate the marginal vaiue product of labor to its going opportunity cost. This
seems to be a good demonstration of short-run disequilibrium being overcome by the
rational producer behavior. Producers do indeed seem to react energetically to
the existence of disequi
D. Comparison with Find
ibrianb,
ngs by Lau and Yotopoulos
We provide two brief comparisons of our results with the researches of Lau
and Yotopoulos (Ilarch 1971 and Memo 104) regarding relative efficiency in Indian
agriculture.23
Estimates for the Cobb-Douglas production function elasticities for var
inputs were derived indirectly from tl~e profi t function estimates for Model
Ous
II
(Table 3) using four-year data and are presented in Table 5. These estimates are
obtained from identities In Equation Is which are the connecting links between the
coefficients of the profit function and those of the production functjon. The main
advantage of these indirect input elasticities over the ones obtained from direct
estimates of the production function is their statistical consistency. Since 61
appears in both the profit and labor demand equations, imposing the restriction
that it be equal in both equations improves the efficiency of these estimates.
Furthermore, since these estimates are derived from four-year data they should be
quite reliable for predictive purposes.
We note that all our estimates of output elasticities with respect to various
inputs (including capital) have the expected signs and reasonable magnitudes.
We seem to have been fortunate in having data which yielded reasonable elasticity
estimates for capital. Lau and Yotopoulos obtained (because of the problem of
measuring the capital input) negative elasticity for capital and, under con-
stra
for
ned estimation with constant returns to scale, relatively arge elasticity values
abor and land.
Secondly, whereas our findings agree with theirs regarding equal relative price
efficiency and equal absolute price-efficiency of small and large farms, our finJ-
ings regarding equal technical and thus equal over-all economic efficiency differ.
They find small farms relatively more efficient technically and thus more efficient
economically, whereas our results indicate no differences in technical or economic
efficiency of small and large farms, A possible explanation for this discrepancy
might be as follows:24
TABLE 5: ESTIMATES OF THE
FUNCTION DERIVED
FUNCTION FOR NEW
INPUT ELASTICITIES OF THE COBB-DOUGLAS PRODUCTION
FROM THE PROFIT FUNCTION DERIVED FROM THE PROFIT
WHEAT lg67/68-lg70/71,*..PUNJAB, INDIA
Model 1[1
1 Restriction 2 Restrictions 3 Restrictions
6; = Ill s~+fq=l
$s= 61
Labor al 0.078 0.218 0.213




(al + ~2 + a3), 1.063 1.045 1.000
XTable 3
,.
Their findings pertain to the mid-fifties. Indian agriculture at that time
could be characterized as traditional and in a state of equilibrium with available
technology (Schultz, 1s64). Modern inputs like chemical fertilizers were conspicuous
,,
by their absence. Smaller farms which had more labor available per unit of Iand’”
perhaps used it for more intensive land improvement programs which resulted in
superior technical efficiency compared to the larger farms. Also as emphasized
by Lau and Yotopoulos, under these circumstances, the technical -managerial input
becomes more intensive on smaiier farms, Their finding of superior technical
efficiency of smaiier farms thus seems to be consistent with these observations.‘25
Since the mid-fifties, however: Indian agriculture underwent a great trans-






other chemical inputs and increased irrigation input reduces the fertility (pro-
level of labor input and could be higher on small labor-surplus farms
depends upon intensive labor input alone. The availability of fertil
cluctivity) differences of land on small and large farms. Thus a major source of
greater technical efficiency of smaller farms during the mid-fifties seems to be
less important during the late sixties.
Another explanation can be advanced in the form of an hypothesis. There are
two elements to this hypothesis. First, we may agree (in a somewhat qualified
manner) with the findings of Lau and Yotopoulos (March 1971 and Memo. 104) that,
in traditional agriculture or in an agriculture in a state of equilibrium, smaller
labor-surplus farms have greater technical efficiency and thereby are more effi-
cient economically. Second, we postulate that large farms have better access to
research inforiliation because of relatively easier (often free) access to extension
services. The period covered by the present study immediately followed the intro-
duction of high-yielding varieties of wheat. Thus, it may well be that larger
farms, because of their comparative advantage in research information,assimilated
tile new wheat technology more rapidly than smalier farms and this offset the teci]-
nical superiority of smaller farms. This hypothesis can be verified only in the
future.
E. Elasticity Estimates
Next kJe derive a number of important elasticity estimates using parameter esti-








(39) In N= in (-B]) + In IT- ]nw19 or
in N= In (-B]) + in w*- In w’
From Equation (39) and by using profit function estimates of last column in
Tabie 4, the labor demand elasticities with respect to wage rate, iand L, capital K







= 132 = 0.663
31nL a in L
a 111N a ]11~
—= —= B3 = 0.337





All these elasticity estimates have the expected signs. From (40) we see that
price elasticity of demand for labor is negative and indicates that demand is quite
responsive to wage levels. positive responses for labor demand to increases of
land and capital and output price have important implications for iabor absorption
in wheat farming.
In order to calculate ttw output responses of the firm Equation 16 can be
written as output suppiy function:
(44) Y W* ~ + WI Nat
~ =“ (l-@- by a substitution of N* from (21), or
(45) in Y = In n’t + In (1-B]).
The elasticity of output suppiy with respect to the normalized wage rate (using
parameter estimates from iast column of Table 4) is given by:
(46) 3 in Y, = ~ a In IT* = 8] = -0.271,
.——— .-—
whici~ shows a relatively inelastic response.
response of demand for labor wi$ll respect to
This finding along with an elastic
wage rate is important because it27
.-. ,.. —..
imp] ies tilatexogenously enforced wage rates for agricul tural labor above “til~ ,marliet
determined wage rates could result in substantial increase in unemployment of tile
agricultural labor force.
From (45) output supply response with respect to output price is given by
(47)
31nY =31nY a In w’
= 0.271
alnp ~ In w’ alnp
This findil]g is also important. NOt only does it show a positive suppIy re-
sponse to wheat price, but the magnitude is important for any effort to use the
output price variable as a policy instrument for inducing increased supply of wheat.
From (45) we can alsu obtain the reduced form elasticities with respect to”land
and capital using parameter estimates presented in tile last column of ‘Table 4.
These elasticities indicate the output response of the average farm with respect
to exogenous increases in land and capital respectively, holding the normalized wage
rate and not the quantities of labor as constant. A given increase in the quantity
of land (capital) shifts upward the marginal productivity curves of labor and other
factors of production. As a result more of tiwse inputs are employed than before.
Thus, holding wage rate constant (but not the quantities of labor) a one percent ex-
pansion in wheat land will result in 0.663 percent increase in wheat output and one
percent increase in capital will result in 0.337 percent increase in wtieat output.
111. Summary and Conclusions
_._ .....— — —---- .- . ——. .
In summary there are two Substantive conclusions that follow from the analysis
of our data. First, there seem to be limited p~ssibill ties for growth by im-
proving al locative efficiency in moving toward production frontiers. This is the
inference from tests indicating rational producer response to disturbances in the
labor market generated by shifts in the labor demand function. On the other hand
. . .28
Lechn i cal cnanges such as
of about 45 percent, pOpu
portant source for potent
ti]e shift in the wi~eat production function on tile order
arly known as ‘green revolu~ion’ cunsti tute t~w mot-e im-
al increases of output. Second, we find that tractor-
operated wheat farms are no better in terms of their economic performance ti~an non-
t.ractor-operated ones and tt]at large farms are no better than smaIl farms--there
are no differences in the technical and price efficiency parameters of these classes
of farms. Policy for curtailing farm size may be based only on social and political
considerations. T!lis policy implication is reinforced since we do not find any
strong evidence against the l]ypothesis of cmstant returns tO scale. A qualifica-
tion about tl~is implication, however, is necessary because we have studied only tlvs
wheat crop out of the complete set of enterprises on Punjab farms. Tilere could be
a question tl~a,t tile picture may be differei~t if we study the production relationship
between aggregate output of all enterprises and the inputs used.
Finally, tile analyses of our data have yielded a numoer of elasticity esti-
mates which are important for applications of economic theory for developmental
policy. These estimates are tire coefficients of the wheat production function and
tile elasticities of labor deinand and output supply with respect to wage rate of
labor, price of wheat and the quantities of land and capital.,.... ... .
....,,,~,;l.,.. . . ,, ,, , ,, ,,, .. “’.’,’ ?, , ‘,’:” ‘“
,,, .
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Footnotes
#tResearch associate in the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics at
the University of Minnesota. This paper is based upon my Ph.D. thesis at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. Acknowledgment is made for financial support from the Rockefeller
Foundation and Economic Development Center, University of Minnesota. I would like to
thank Lee R. Hartin, V. W. Ruttan, Willis Peterson and %rtin k. Abel for many help-
ful suggestions and discussions,
‘These assumptions are necessary to insure the existence of a unique, optimal
solution to the profit-maximizing problem and consequently the existence of single-
valued supply and derived demand functions as continuously differentiable functions
of normalized wage rate, L and K.
2See Si~eprlard (1~53). For these derivations we follow Lau and Yotopoulos (1972).
3Lau and Yotopoulous (Marcn, 1971, p. 99) provide several reasons for this.
Also see Bhagwati and Chakravarty (136$) for a summary of the viewpoints of Sen,
Khusro$ Mazurndar and Rao as to wily small family farms evaluate their family labor
at less than the going wage rates. For more recent attempts to explain this point
see Srinivasan (1971) and Bardnan (1972).
4Production function (17) and the profit
solved for the optimal quantity of labor !i~.
uy substituting !i;~ in the UOP profit equation
maximizing equations for laboI
The lJOP profit function (18)
(3): p;i= y - W’hje
can be
s obtained
~The labor demand function (24) is obtained by direct computations from the
production function (17) and the marginal productivity condition for labor.
6See Sidhu (1972), where we compared production functions for old and new varieties
of wileat, small aiId large wheat farms, and tractor-operated and non-tractor-operated
wi]eat farins and found ti}at tne differences in these production functions are only of
the neutral type.31
71n this study farms u~ith more than 10 acres of wheat are def
farms and farms with 13 acres or less as smail farms, This seems
dividing line between large and small wheat farms for Punjab where
ned as large
o be a reai istic
the average
farm size is i2.j acres (Singh and Biiiings, ij71). Aiso it facilitates comparisons
of our results with those of Lau and Yotopouios (Narch i!)71 and Memorandum 104) who
also used this crieteria for smail and large farms.
‘This wiil also make our resuits comparable to tl~ose of Lau and Yotopouios as
reported in tile above references.
~There appeared to be a consensus about the existence of constant returns to
scale in Indian agriculture. “fhere does not seem to have been a simiiar consensus
on whether relatively smaller or larger farms are economically more efficient.
10
The by-products are converted into quintais of wheat by dividing the total vaiue
of by-products by wheat price. The major by-product is wheat straw, which in
cilaffed form is fed to cattle. Sometimes, sarson (an oil seeds crop) is also grown
mixed wi th wheat.
11 Child and femaie iabor is converted into man equivalents by treating 2 chi
(or women) equal too,] crnan.
12 An hourly flow of services is derived for each durabie input including cap
dren
ta 1
in tile form of livestock that the farm uses in wheat production? It includes depre-
ciation coarges, interest charges and operating expenses. Depreciation schedules are
based on tile specific life of each input, but interest costs are estimtecl at a uni-
form interest rate of 10 percent for annum. (A. S. Kahlon, S. S. Miglani and S. K.
)iehta (ij68/6j, p. 7u) report tilat 6ti percent of the amount borrowed in case of
Ferozepur Sample for tile year ij68.6j was at an interest rate of ~-iO percent per
annum. Tile rarige of interest charges varied from 6.5 to 20 percent.) The actual
number of hours of use times the houriy fiow of services of each durable input givesits total service flow. (For the Regionally Stratified Sample
procedure was carried out by the author tlimself. For Ferozepur
Cultivation Sample , essentially the same procedure was employed,
tilese asset-specific service flows plus the seed and fertilizer





‘3Family labor services are valued as equivalent to those of the annual contract
labor for each farm. For farms which do not employ labor on annual contracts, the
average rate of those farms in the eample which do employ contract labor was applied
for evaluating the services of family labor.
“As reported in (Sidhu, 1972), We tested tile hypothesis of neutral technical
shift in the wheat production function and could not reject it.
‘5The resuIts of all ti~ese tests are presented in the Appendix.
16See Hopper (1965), Khusro (1964), Sci~ultz (1964), Sahota (1960) ar~d Lau and
Yotopoulos (March 1971 and Memo 104).
‘7Results reported elsewhere (Sidhu IS172) indicate that the per acre factor
demand functions shifted to the right by 25 percent resulting from the introduction
of Mexican wheat varieties in Punjab.
18 At this point a reference is made again to the studies cited earlier,
particularly by Sen (1566), the survey article by Bhagwati and Chakravarty (1969)
and by dardhan (197Z).
12
Idote tilat In n is tile estimating equation (logarithmic profit function)
shown in notes to Table 3.33
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